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ESL(English as second language) speakers have difficulty expressing their intentions, especially those who have syllable-timed
languages as their native one. We design a system for non-native English speakers to visualize intonations, loudness, word count and
gaps in speech in a visual format. The resulting system can help in better perception and understanding of speech modulation, thereby
improving communication skills of people.
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1 INTRODUCTION

English has become common language the world over for communicating with people. It has become an essential skill
for non-native speakers to find job opportunities and speak effectively among their peers and in general among larger
audiences.

English, however, is a stress-timed language([22], p. 72-79; [8], p. 10; [14], p. 51-62), which means that people tend to
speak English with certain para-linguistic patterns that are essential in parsing the knowledge structure for finding the
intentions behind people’s words([3, 11]; [24], p. 81; [16], p. 283). This is a problem for non-native English speakers,
specifically people with a syllable-timed native language, as they tend to speak in regular patterns of syllabic duration,
making them sound monotonous, and hence, incapable of expressing intentions in a natural way [13]([3, 11];[24], p. 81;
[16], p. 283).

Currently, people just try and listen to audio and understand the various subtleties in speech through recognition
by ear[1]. However, their perception of these subtleties can increase if they also visualize these audio cues visually
through added layers on the English orthographical system of writing.
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Therefore, we design a system where we extract these para-linguistic layers of sound data and embed them over
written speech for better understanding of English language among non-native English speakers.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Imitation-based systems

Here we explore works which have focused on using imitation-based teaching techniques to teach people how to speak
efficiently.

CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) [7] uses imitation-based teaching techniques for users to develop
listening and speaking skills. My English Tutor (MyET) [20] also uses imitation-based teaching techniques to teach
various accents of different teachers and thereby improve their pronunciation. SLION [21] uses imitation based teaching
combined with automatic speech recognition for a karaoke app. However, our system is intended toward combining an
imitation-based system along with a visual representation of para-linguistics in textual writing.

2.2 Systems teaching through para-linguistics

Here we explore the various works which have represented para-linguistic parameters of speech as systems to improve
speech communications.

Applications like Rhema [26], Logue [12], AwareMe [5], Aging and Engaging [2], ROCSpeak [29], RoboCOP [27],
VoiceCoach [28], MACH [15], and Automated Social Skills Trainer [25] provide feedback on word count [6, 12, 15, 17, 25–
28], loudness or intensity [2, 6, 26, 28, 29], gaps or pauses [15, 25, 28], and pitch [6, 15, 25, 27]. However, all these
applications do not provide feedbacks on the above mentioned parameters through the system of visual representation
of words. We want to design a system that provides all these information through the written system of English.

2.3 Visual Representation of Pitch

Human perception is the most sensitive to changes in pitch than to changes in other para-linguistic speech parameters
([24], p. 207). Here, we represent the various ways in which pitch has been represented historically.

There has been no consensus yet for the development of a representation system of pitch([18], despite there being a
universal agreement for the representation human speech sounds as presented by International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
An early representation system presented by James Rush ([23]), portrayed the musical pitch scale for representing pitch
along with the transcription of spoken text written over it to represent the position of pitch. Lieberman ([19], 1967)
used the 10th harmonics of audio pitch on narrowband spectrograms by highlighting their fundamental frequency.
Crystal ([10]) used curved lines as presented by icons to encode the meanings of intonations. He further utilized "large
and small dots, capitalization, arrows, dashes, and two kinds of accent marks (grave and acute), along with curved lines
placed in a vertical space" to represent the various different intonations ([9]). All these systems used two layers for
representation of words and pitch, which could be problematic for reading.

Bolinger ([4]) used sentences with stressed syllables and words written up or down relative to each other to represent
pitch curves along with their displacements. Ladefoged ([18]) mixed the pitch curves obtained through pitch extraction
algorithms along with linguistic speech units written over the curve. These units helped in tracking intonations
embedded over the words. Although Bolinger’s system used a single layer of visual representation to represent speech
meaning, it was not a straight line system of representation and hence, not suitable for reading large paragraphs of
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speech. On similar grounds, Ladefoged’s system, though continuous and more legible than the previous notation system,
decreased the reading flow by not being in a straight line.
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